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New Lisa 500 and 300 series, the arrival of a new concept

Our expertise provides you with  
safety and comfort
The first generation Lisa range 
was born in �999. With more than 
25,000 units sold world-wide, these 
were clearly positioned at the top end  
of the bench top sterilizer market 
(Type B). Lisa earned the reputation 
of being extremely reliable and easy  
to use whilst providing acclaimed 
state-of-the-art features.
Now there is a new generation.  
The new Lisa 500 and 300 series 
has evolved in line with user 
requirements, through the benefit of 
our experience and know how. 
We incorporate the latest technology 
with new patented systems,  
increasing patient safety.

Lisa 500 and 300 sterilizers provide « medical grade sterilization »  
in your dental practice for total security.

Totally safe 

Fast and economical

User friendly

Reliable and durable
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The instinct to protect

W&H Sterilization is a member of the European Technical Committee TC2-wg5 which 
formulated EN �3060, the reference norm on small steam sterilizers that defines  
performance levels up to medical grade (type B cycle). 

Safe concept: Totally type B
Lisa sterilizers provide exclusively 
medical grade type B cycles for safe 
sterilization of all load types. This 
means that Lisa meets the most 
stringent criteria for infection control.

Safe testing: Your personal safety
Every single Lisa is intensively 
tested for more than 5 hours before it 
is released for use. (EN �3060: works 
test)

Exclusive Lisa 500
Safe cycle: Automatic air detection 
system
Complementary to indicators, this 
exclusive system tests for the 
presence of air pockets and thus 
ensures appropriate exposure to 
saturated steam even for hollow 
instruments (high/low speed 
handpieces).

 Standard Lisa 500 
Safe documentation: LisaLog digital 
records
All sterilization cycles are 
automatically saved on a memory 
card which can be accessed directly 
on the touch-screen, printed or 
stored on a PC/MAC computer.

>

>
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Designed to save time and money
Only the Lisa « intelligent » software gives the opportunity of running rapid, but true,  
B type cycles. It results in real savings on water, power and above all time!
You will quickly notice the savings and benefits.

Cost saving with worldwide 
patented 2CScompact
The admired and enhanced 
 2CScompact system optimizes the 
water and power consumption which 
results in shorter cycles and cost 
saving.

Programmable night cycle
In some areas, power costs less 
overnight. With the new Lisa series, 
you can delay the cycle start to take 
advantage of these cost savings, 
and your processed load will remain 
cool, dry and sterile until the door is 
opened. This function could also be 
used to run the daily test cycles prior 
to staff arrival in the morning.

Turbo vacuum
Lisa 500 is equipped with a “twin 
turbo” vacuum pump resulting in 
faster cycles.

Eco-B: Intelligence for fast truly 
B type cycles
This patented function significantly 
reduces the total cycle time for 
smaller loads, including bagged 
hollow instruments.
Its intelligent system understands 
the load’s weight and speeds up 
both the pre-vacuum and drying 
phases whilst providing perfectly dry 
sterile loads in accordance with the 
EN �3060. 

Defined maintenance
At W&H, we are aware that the 
running costs must be kept to a  
minimum. As a Medical Device, we 
recommend an annual inspection. 
However, Lisa sterilizers do not 
require a major service before 
4000 cycles.
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Lisa sterilizers offer a safe, attractive and above all practical design ensuring  
ease of use.

Built for simplicity

User friendly colour touch screen
Interactive menus guide you through 
many unique functions making Lisa 
sterilizers easy to use.
Cycles are selected with just a simple 
touch!

Automated door locking system
This system ensures the door is 
properly locked and sealed prior to 
cycle start.

Lisa  fits anywhere
Lisa is equipped with adjustable feet 
to fit your bench, as narrow  
as 450 mm.

Accessible water tanks
Inspection and maintenance of both 
clean and used water tanks are 
simple with Lisa. The sterilizers use 
new water for every cycle, thus never 
recycle used water.

Stainless-steel chamber with 
reversible rack
Lisa sterilizers come with the 
standard W&H reversible rack and 
five trays. The chamber can also 
accommodate various types of tray/
cassette systems.
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Lisa sterilizers were conceived for intensive use. They can function continuously 
for 24 hours with no waiting time between cycles, providing consistent and reliable 
sterilization. The advanced composite materials were selected for their resistance to 
high temperatures and mechanical stress. Longevity is assured!

A brand you can totally trust

Patented Water Separation System
Complementary to the vacuum 
system, this unique and unbeatable 
combination results in the following 
benefits:

Extremely silent running  
Extended life span
Increased efficiency

Analysed water purity for increased 
longevity
The H2O sensor analyses the water 
and safeguards the steam generator. 
This prolongs the life of the sterilizer 
and the processed load.

>
>
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Patented high-tech steam generator
The newly designed compact 
steam generator provides superior 
performance in generating pure 
steam.

Sterility generated by  
Process Evaluation System
Lisa’s exclusive PES software 
monitors the critical parameters 
during the complete cycle and 
confirms that the sterilization 
conditions are achieved (EN �3060).

Clean in operation
The air filter prevents dust from 
reaching the internal components. 
The benefits are a consistent 
performance, reduced service costs 
and less dust dispersed into the 
surrounding environment. Warranty 24 months or 2000 cycles
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Lisa 500 and 300 series, the wonder twins

Comprehensive sterilizers for true B-type sterilization, providing a total solution 
with increased safety and performance.

Model 517 522 317 322

Chamber size 17 l 22 l 17 l 22 l

Fast ECO-B cycle Yes Yes

Process Evaluation System Yes Yes

Twin micro-processors Yes Yes

Delayed night cycle Yes Yes

Water quality sensor Yes Yes

Water Separation System Yes Yes

Frame air filter Yes Yes

LisaLog (digital recorder) Yes Optional

Vacuum pump type Turbo heads Twin heads

Air detector Yes No

Sterilization cycle B-Universal 134 B-Prion 134 B-Universal 121

Temperature �35.5 °C �35.5 °C �22.5 °C

Pressure 2.�6 bar 2.�6 bar �.�6 bar

Plateau duration 4 �8 �5

Total duration   
(including drying)

Eco-B Full load Eco-B Full load Empty Full load

517 ≥ 20’ 38’ ≥ 34’ 52’ 4�’ 56’

317 ≥ 23’ 40’ ≥ 3�’ 54’ 44’ 60’

522 ≥ 2�’ 48’ ≥ 35’ 62’ 42’ 62’

322 ≥ 25’ 52’ ≥ 39’ 66’ 46’ 65’

Max load mass: solid/porous 3�� - 5��: 4.5 kg/�.5 kg • 322 - 522: 6.0 kg/2.0 kg • Eco-B: 0.5 kg/0.2 kg

Test cycles Helix/Bowie & Dick/Vacuum test
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The little things that change your life

The new Lisa series is complemented by a comprehensive range 
of accessories to enhance the sterilization process, making your life easier.

LisaSeal
Pouch sealing device produces  
�2 mm wide seals in only  
3 seconds.

LisaOsmo
This system supplies demineralised 
water to a number of sterilizers 
simultaneously. The LisaOsmo 
includes a convenient spray gun.

LisaDem 10/32
LisaDem systems connect to mains 
water and produce high quality 
demineralised water. LisaDem 32 
allows automatic filling and draining  
of Lisa 500 and 300 sterilizers.  
All systems come with a convenient 
spray gun.

LisaPrint
Dot matrix printer for traditional  
paper archiving of sterilization 
cycles.

Dem 10 Dem 32 Osmo

Connection to mains water Yes Yes Yes

Automatic filling No Yes Yes

Quantity of sterilizers supplied - - - �-2 �-xx

Automatic draining No Yes Yes

Convenient spray gun Yes Yes Yes
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Technical characteristics

Power supply 200/240 VCA  
50-60 Hz/�0 A

Power consumption 2000-2400 W-�0 A

Dimensions overall (mm) L: 450 - H: 435 - P: 590

Weight 3��-5��: 40 kg  
322-522: 50 kg

Noise level average/max 62/66 dB

Main/Used water tanks 3.5/3.5 liter

Working range 8 to �2 cycles

Chamber dimensions (mm) �� l - Ø: 250 - D: 350  
22 l - Ø: 250 - D : 450

Lisa sterilizers were designed, certified 
and validated with the most stringent  
Directives and Standards: 

93/42/EEC Medical Device Directive 

9�/23/EEC Pressure equipment  
Directive

EN 554 Validation  
and routine control

EN �3060  Small steam sterilizer

EN 6�326 Electromagnetic compatibility

EN 6�0�0-� Safety requirements

EN 6�0�0-2-04� Specific requirements  
for steam sterilizer
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